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Shot-by-Shot Analysis: Spam-Ku 

Spam-Ku (Steven K. Tsuchida, 2004) is a widescreen (2.39 to 1 aspect ratio) film shot in full 

color.  High-key lighting is used throughout the film.  

Shot Distance Angle Movement Duration Soundtrack 

1  MS  eye level       None  4 Sec.        No Music 

An establishing shot of what a haiku poem comes up.  

2  MCU  eye level None  14 Sec.     Non-diegetic flute music  

          and narration. 

 

 A plant stem is in medium shallow focus, moving with the winds’ breeze.  At the same 

time a non-diegetic narrator tells a spam haiku poem. A drum roll then overlaps into the 

next shot.  

3  CU  eye level None  5 Sec.       Non-diegetic sounds 

 A jump cut cuts to the title screen that is at medium focus.  The non-diegetic drum roll 

from the previous shot overlaps onto the shot.  A new sound, which sounds like a steel 

door closing, is introduced and slowly decrescendos as well as the last note played by the 

flute. 

4  MCU  eye level None  6 Sec.       Non-diegetic music  

             and diegetic narration. 

 

 Roy sits knitting a sweater on his sofa.  Piano music begins as Roy begins to narrate 

diegetically that he has received a letter congratulating him on winning a haiku contest.  

He then does a reaction shot over his right shoulder cutting into shot 5. 

 

5a  MS  eye level None  2 Sec.       Non-diegetic music  

             and diegetic narration. 

 

 A match cut allows us to now see a large sock-monkey holding the yarn Roy is using to 

knit the sweater. Medium focus. 

 

6  CU  high angle None  2 Sec.      Non-diegetic music,  

              Pancake mix sound, 

           and non-diegetic narration. 

 A smash-cut shows pancake mix being poured onto a pan; we also hear the noise the 

pancake mix makes once it hits the pan.   

 

7  MS  low angle None  2 Sec.       Non-diegetic music,  
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              Pancake mix sound, 

           and diegetic narration. 

 

 Roy is seen from a low angle after a match cut; we see him holding the spoon that was 

used to pour the pancake mix in the previous shot.  

 

8  CU  eye level None  1 Sec.      Non-diegetic music,  

              Pancake flip sound, 

           and diegetic narration. 

 

 The side of the pan in which the pancake mix is cooking is seen at eye view level.  Roy’s 

hand is seen on the right side of the screen as he uses a spatula to flip the almost complete 

pancake. A Shallow focus is used to emphasize the pan and pancake. 

 

9  CU  low angle None  6 Sec.     Non-diegetic music  

             and diegetic narration. 

 

 Roy is looking down at the pan as the camera looks at him from a low angle.  As time 

passes, he gains a smirk on his face.  A shallow focus is used to see his face clearly 

leaving the cabinets in the back in soft focus.  

 

10  CU  high angle None  2 Sec.    Non-diegetic music  

               and narration. 

 

 A foot shaped pancake is seen from a high angle.  The camera now sees what Roy was 

smirking about in the previous shot.  Medium focus. 

 

11  CU  eye level None  3 Sec.      Non-diegetic music  

             and diegetic narration. 

 

 Roy is reading the letter he received about him winning the haiku poem after a smash cut.  

Medium focus. 

 

5b  MS  eye level None  4 Sec     Non-diegetic music  

             and diegetic narration. 

 

 A return to a shot from earlier in the film but this time the sock monkey is wearing the 

sweater instead of just holding the yarn.  Roy continues to read his letter.  Medium focus. 

 

12  CU  side view None  2 Sec.     Non-diegetic music  

             and diegetic narration. 

  

 Roy is now seen from a side close up letting the camera see his expression while reading 

his letter.  Medium focus. 
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13  MS  eye level None  43 Sec.      Direct sound 

             and diegetic narration. 

 After a jump cut and an overlap where the non-diegetic music decrescendos and stops, 

Roy talks with Nancy; it is an over the shoulder (of Nancy) shot and a long take.  It is a 

medium shallow focus shot where Roy is seen clearly while Nancy’s’ head is in soft 

focus.  Diegetic narration by Roy begins to let us know what he thinks of Nancy.   

 

14  MS  eye level None  2 Sec.   Nancy and corn direct sound 

 A cutaway now lets the camera see Nancy eating a corn.  We hear her biting into the corn 

as well as her expression, “ohjjjhg”, as a reaction to what Roy has told her.  A medium 

shot is used allowing the camera to see Nancy in focus. 

 

15  CU      Slight low angle None  5 Sec.  Nancy/Corn direct sound 

             and diegetic narration. 

 Nancy sneezes and gets corn on Roy’s face. Shallow focus allows Roy to be seen clearly 

and everything in the background is seen in soft focus.  

 

16      MS to CU  eye level     dolly forward 8 Sec.      Non-diegetic music  

             and diegetic narration. 

 Roy sits on a chair while a dolly forward occurs.  Everything around Roy is in 

accelerated motion.  Non-diegetic music comes on while Roy narrates what he wants to 

do with his spam.  Medium focus. 

 

17  CU  eye level None  1 Sec.        Non-diegetic music  

               and narration. 

 Roy starts a list of recipes he will make with his spam. First is Spam Stroganoff 

 

18  CU  eye level None  1 Sec.        Non-diegetic music  

               and narration. 

 Second is Spam Sushi 

19  CU  eye level None  2 Sec.        Non-diegetic music  

               and narration. 

 Third is Spam Cupcakes 

 

20  CU  eye level None  2 Sec.        Non-diegetic music  

               and narration. 

 Fourth is Spam Nachos 

 

21  CU  eye level None  4 Sec.        Non-diegetic music  

               and narration. 

 Fifth is Spam-balaya, Jambalaya 

 

22  LS  eye level  None  3 Sec.       Non-diegetic music 
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 Establishing shot after a smash-cut letting us know time has passed since Roy was 

planning his Spam meals.   

 

23        LS  eye level     dolly forward 5 Sec.           Direct sound 

 Roy’s co-worker is talking to him as the camera slowly tracks forward. 

 

24a  CU slight low angle None  6 Sec.           Direct sound 

 The co-worker keeps letting Roy know about his date. Shallow focus.  

 

25a  CU slight low angle  None  3 Sec.           Direct sound  

 Co-worker continues his tale as Roy’s expression of anxiety is shown. 

 

26  CU  eye level None  6 Sec.        Direct sound  

               and diegetic narration. 

 The co-worker continues his story.  3 seconds into the shot, Roy starts a diegetic 

narration explaining that he is anxious, which is shown by his facial movements, because 

his spam had yet to arrive.  Very shallow focus.  

 

27  CU  eye level None  4 Sec.     Non-diegetic music  

               and diegetic narration. 

 Close up on Roy’s hand grasping the rail.  Some music begins that can be slightly heard. 

 

24b  CU slight low angle None  3 Sec.     Non-diegetic music  

              and diegetic narration. 

 Roy’s co-worker is seen again.  He is making arm movements and continues to tell his 

story about the date he had but all that is heard is Roy talking about his spam as well as 

the non-diegetic music becoming louder.  Slow motion.  

 

25b  CU slight low angle track forward 3 Sec.      Non-diegetic music  

               and diegetic narration. 

 The camera zooms onto Roy’s face as he continues is narration about his spam not 

arriving.  Shallow depth of field.  

 

24c  CU slight low angle None  17 Sec.       Non-diegetic music  

               and Direct sound. 

 The non-diegetic music cuts off as Roy’s co-worker continues his story about a date he 

was on.  

 

25c  CU slight low angle None  5 Sec.   Direct sound 

 Roy is still listening to his co-worker story but leaves abruptly.  Shallow focus.   

 

28  MS  low angle None  4 Sec.  Direct sound 

 Roy’s co-worker says good bye as he watches Roy leave.  He then looks down towards 

where Roy was standing.  Deep focus.  
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24d  CU slight low angle None  1 Sec.     Non-diegetic music 

 The co-worker looks down towards where Roy’s hand was position as non-diegetic music 

begins.   

 

29  CU slight high angle None  2 Sec.     Non-diegetic music 

 A hand print is seen on the railing Roy had been grasping.  The hand print looks to be 

made of something thicker than sweat; the part of the thumb begins to drip down the side 

of the rail.  

 

24e  CU slight low angle None  4 Sec.     Non-diegetic music 

 The co-worker looks up in disbelief at what Roy left on the railing.  He continues to look 

around as the non-diegetic music becomes louder. 

 

30  LS  eye level None  3 Sec.      Non-diegetic music 

 An Establishing shot after a smash-cut letting us know time has passed since we last saw 

Roy. 

 

31 MC to M eye level to high angle     dolly movement 21 Sec.    Alarm Clock  

                and Roy narration. 

 A slow dolly forward as an alarm goes off waking Roy off.  Roy begins to talk about how 

he feels about the haiku contest.  As time elapses, we see that instead of Roy on the bed, 

there is a piece of spam. 

 

32  CU slight high angle None  7 Sec.  Non-diegetic music  

               and diegetic narration. 

 The non-diegetic flute music returns as Roy says a haiku about the spam. 

 

33  ECU slight high angle None  4 Sec.  Non-diegetic music  

               and diegetic narration. 

 The non-diegetic flute music continues as an extreme close up brings the camera closer to 

the chunk of spam after a dissolve.  Roy finishes his haiku. 

 

 

                                                                                                         


